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A resilient US economy (owing to consumption and wealth effects) and strong

earnings expectations for the year are driving the recent upside in equities and

increase in yields. Now, the big questions are whether this can continue given

the already strong market movements, and whether these earnings

expectations are credible?

On the economic front, the past strength led us to forecast a less ugly US

slowdown, therefore extending the late-cycle environment. Nonetheless, we do

not see this as a beginning of a new cycle, and expect a slowdown around the

middle of the year, and continued disinflation. The factors listed below will be

crucial to understand the direction of the economy and markets:

▪ US labour market. A moderation in demand is likely, led by a shift to higher

savings, lower consumption and weak labour markets (stress in SMEs*

employing a large part of the labour force), along with subdued investment.

▪ Monetary policy divergences, with inflation in focus. While the BoJ

raised rates after 17 years, the Fed and the ECB are looking to cut rates but

would like to be sure on the future direction of inflation first.

▪ US elections and geopolitics. Volatility may rise, as we enter a more

active campaign phase. Geopolitics and the risks of high debt globally may

provide long-term support to gold.

▪ Emerging markets’ (EM) resilience. We slightly upgraded our growth

forecasts in EM, mainly due to Asia and India, on strong domestic demand

and exports. However, our growth expectations for China do not change.

The late-cycle environment 

continues to play out

With inflation moving towards target, the Fed and the ECB are likely to cut rates

Source: Amundi Investment Institute, Bloomberg, as on 29 March 2024. *Small and medium enterprises.
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Given this backdrop, we outline our stance on select areas below:

▪ Cross Asset. Risk assets have priced in the improved outlook for

earnings and growth and continue to benefit from positive market

sentiment. Without taking additional risks, we maintain our positive

duration stance. In bonds, we are also slightly positive on Italian

BTPs but are cautious on JGBs. In equities, we are overall positive.

We are marginally constructive on Japanese equities, while we are

neutral in the US and now on Europe. In Emerging Markets, we are

positive on bonds and on equities (India, Indonesia and South

Korea). In FX, we see some strength in the USD, BRL and INR, but

fine-tuned our views based on recent movements. Overall, we

prefer a diversified stance, with sufficient protections on geopolitical

tensions (oil) crucial in the current environment.

▪ In fixed income, the evolution of inflation will be the main

driver of policy actions and with that in mind we remain active

and positive on US and UK duration. In Europe, we are close to

neutral now after the recent move up in yields and dovish

messaging from the ECB, but are defensive on JGBs. In corporate

credit, fundamentals remain strong for Investment Grade, but

default rates in low-rated credit (CCC) are rising, particularly in the

US. Therefore, higher dispersion based on quality is likely. Thus,

our focus is on quality, and we find lower maturity credit selectively

attractive. In Europe, we favour Investment Grade over High Yield,

and maintain a preference for higher quality (BB) or short maturities.

▪ Excessive sentiment in US stocks supports an equal-weight

approach. We stay balanced by exploring defensive idiosyncratic

opportunities rather than any particular traditional sector. On the

other hand, in industrials, high-quality materials is selectively an

attractive sub-sector. In Europe, we prefer blending quality cyclicals

with a defensive stance. Sluggish growth in the region will continue,

which leads us to upgrade staples, while we are cautious on

technology. Overall, we like quality, and value in Japan and the US.

▪ Our structural stance on EM is constructive. We combine factors

such as fiscal risks and external vulnerability for countries with our

bottom-up views. This allows us to be positive on India, Indonesia,

South Korea, and in LatAm (Brazil, Mexico). EM debt should benefit

from Fed rate cuts along with continuing EM disinflation. However,

geopolitical and idiosyncratic risks keep us vigilant.

We acknowledge 
the trend strength 

in risk assets, but 
high valuations 

are preventing us 

from massively 

shifting our risk 
gear upwards 

from a structural 
perspective.

Overall risk sentiment 

Changes vs previous month 

▪ Cross asset: Neutral on European equities

▪ Fixed income: Upgraded EU HY slightly to 

neutral on corporate fundamentals and better 

technicals. In EM, slightly positive on Indian 

bonds.

Risk off           Risk on 

Economy and sentiment are better than 

expected, but doubt over earnings and 

valuations persists. A slight move 

towards the right, selectively playing the 

late cycle phase.

Overall risk sentiment is a qualitative view towards risk assets (credit, equity, commodities) expressed by the various investment

platforms and shared at the global investment committee (GIC). It reflects views over a one month horizon, from one GIC to the

other. Our stance may be adjusted to reflect changes in the market and economic backdrop.

ECB= European Central Bank, DM= Developed Markets, EM = Emerging Markets, CBs = central banks, IG = investment grade, HY = high yield,. BTPs = Italian
government bonds, JBGs = Japanese government bonds. For other definitions see the last page of this document.
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Three hot questions

3

Market sentiment may remain positive if we don’t 
see an economic slowdown and inflation also 

doesn’t surprise. However, areas of excess have built 
up, and underscore the need to remain vigilant.

How do you assess the performance of equities over the past 

few weeks?
Markets seem to be operating under the belief that the disinflation process will continue, and 

that a Fed pivot is almost a given. While the slowing inflation story is still on track, 

uncertainty could emerge with respect to the timing and magnitude of cuts, as both the Fed 

and ECB remain data dependent. In addition to this Fed put, benign fundamentals in the form 

of economic activity and better-than-expected earnings are providing a boost to risk assets, 

including equities. As long as disinflation is not seriously questioned, markets could continue 

to benefit. 

What were the main trends in Q4’23 earnings in US, Europe?

As of 8 March, around 99% of S&P 500 companies had reported their results for the quarter 

ended December 2023. This quarter is proving to be very strong for US markets, led by the 

communication services, consumer discretionary and technology sectors. Earnings growth in 

these sectors was much stronger-than-expected at 53%, 37% and 24% (year-on-year), 

respectively. However, the situation in Europe has been different as Q4 is expected to be the 

third consecutive quarter of negative earnings growth, by the time all companies have 

reported. 

How do you view the outcome of China’s recent NPC?

The National People’s Congress didn’t move the needle for us in terms of economic growth. 

We think the fiscal deficit target for this year of 8.2% is higher than 2023, and while 

moderately expansionary, it will not be sufficient to revive demand. Thus, despite the 

government’s 5% growth target, we stick to our 3.9% target, which is below consensus. On 

the inflation front, weak consumption means CPI inflation should stay low, and excess 

manufacturing capacity is likely to weigh on corporate profit margins.

Investment Consequences
▪ From a cross asset view, marginally constructive for 

equities, cyclical commodities and inflation linkers.

Investment Consequences
▪ Bias to Quality, Value, Equal-weighed markets in US

▪ Favour Quality in Europe and Value in Japan 

Investment Consequences
▪ Close to Neutral on Chinese equities

▪ Neutral on Chinese government bonds
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Sentiment is supportive for risk assets tactically and we do not see a US

profit recession. But any disappointment on the growth front or in earnings

could impact complacent markets. At the same time, an absence of negative

news on economic growth would mean this rally may continue. Thus,

instead of taking big leaps on risks, we remain prudent and look for

opportunities selectively in Asia where earnings growth is more

evident. In addition, investors should maintain hedges and a diversified

stance.

With a close to neutral stance on DM equities, we acknowledge the

minute nuances across the globe. For instance, we are neutral on the US

and upgraded Europe to neutral mainly for risk mitigation purposes, but are

slightly positive on Japan. In EM, we remain constructive through India,

Indonesia, South Korea. In Korea, we marginally raised our positive views

owing to improving earnings and potentially better corporate governance.

We are positive on duration in the US and Europe amid attractive yields,

potential rate cuts and diversification benefits. However, in light of high

government debt and any future inflation surprises, we stay active and

vigilant for opportunities if yields rise further. We are also positive on Italian

BTPs owing to a potential move lower in core European yields. However, on

JGBs our cautious outlook is justified by the recent BoJ move to end NIRP.

We are monitoring its future actions, and growth and inflation trends.

Our preference for quality and attractive valuations in corporate credit has

not changed as we see increasing differentiation going forward. Thus, we

like EU IG. EM bonds offer attractive carry and EM disinflation is

progressing. But we acknowledge the difficulties in last mile inflation and

believe room for spread compression is getting limited. At the same time,

near-term dollar strength may slightly affect returns, hence we stay vigilant.

Tactically, we are slightly optimistic on USD vs the SEK and vs CHF, but

cautious vs the yen. In EM, we like the BRL but prefer expressing this view

now against the EUR. On INR/CNH, we reduced our stance after strong

performance, but believe it still offers good carry and fundamentals.

Even as US inflation is declining, we cannot rule out temporary surprises,

underscoring the need to maintain protection on US duration. In addition, oil

remains a good hedge against geopolitical risks such as in the Middle East.

Be disciplined amid market exuberance

Amundi Cross-Asset Convictions

-- - = + ++

Equities
DM

EM

Credit

Duration
DM

EM

Oil

Gold

Source: Amundi. The table represents a cross-asset assessment on a three- to six-month horizon based on views expressed at the most recent
global investment committee. The outlook, changes in outlook and opinions on the asset class assessment reflect the expected direction (+/-) and
the strength of the conviction (+/++). This assessment is subject to change and includes the effects of hedging components. FX = foreign
exchange, BTP = Italian government bonds, BoJ = Bank of Japan, JGB = Japanese govt. bonds, BoE = Bank of England, NIRP =.Negative
interest rate policy, DM = Developed markets, EM = Emerging markets. For other definitions and currency abbreviations see the last page.
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We have moved to 
a neutral stance 

on developed 
market equities 

and more recently 

on Europe, 
without adding 

risks on segments 

with inflated 
valuations. 

Current stance

Change vs 

previous month
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The messaging from the Fed and the ECB has been focused on how important it is for inflation to come 

down for them to reduce rates, even if the debate continues on whether the neutral rate has moved higher. 

Markets, for their part, adjusted expectations of interest rate cuts as core yields moved higher and positive 

sentiment around economic activity persisted. The latter has even fed into the corporate credit markets, 

but looking ahead, we cannot ignore the risks of idiosyncratic credit events, particularly in lower-rated 

segments. Hence, we are cautious and disciplined on highly-indebted companies that face excessive 

interest costs. However, we are positive on quality sides in DM and EM bonds, where carry is robust.

Carry is attractive, but balance it with quality in credit

▪ After a relatively dovish 

ECB, we are back to neutral 

on European duration and 

remain positive on UK. But 

we stay cautious on Japan.

▪ In credit, we like banks over 

non-banks as industrials will 

suffer more if the economy 

decelerates, and favour IG. 

▪ In HY, we are cautious. 

Lower-rated credit would 

suffer more from a 

slowdown. But selectively 

we like short maturity debt 

with attractive carry and 

where fundamentals are 

relatively better. 

Global & European 
fixed income

▪ We stay slightly positive but 

flexible on duration and are 

monitoring inflation and 

rates volatility. Yields are 

still attractive in government 

bonds. 

▪ In corporate credit, we 

favour IG over HY, and 

financials over non-

financials. In general, there 

is better value in short 

maturity credit.

▪ Even though spreads in 

securitised credit have 

compressed recently, they 

still offer long-term value. 

US fixed income

▪ In a region characterised by 

slowing inflation, and an 

asset class likely boosted 

by Fed rate cuts, we stay 

constructive.

▪ However, it presents 

numerous idiosyncratic 

stories, such as India 

(attractive carry, prudent 

central bank), Egypt 

(agreement with multilateral 

institutions) and Argentina.

▪ We like HC and corporate 

debt but have preference 

for HY given the carry and 

expectations of limited 

volatility there.

EM bonds

Be vigilant: US CCC-rated debt defaults are rising

Source: Amundi Investment Institute, Moody’s Investor Service, latest available as at 26 March 2024. 12m rolling 

data. 
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Momentum is strong, but how long can this continue?

Source: Amundi Investment Institute, Bloomberg, 25 March 2024.
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Stocks are pricing in a rosy scenario in terms of economic growth and that has led to very strong upside

already this year, with some broadening of the rally evident recently. These movements are further aided

by ample liquidity and robust earnings, particularly in the US. However, if we dig deeper, we are seeing

divergences among segments – earnings for megacaps have been better than rest of the market, and this

has resulted in extreme valuations in some cases, despite an increase in yields. Thus, amid high

dispersion, we see opportunities from a more fundamental perspective, with a balanced stance overall. In

terms of sectors, our preference is for US value, Japan, and more broadly quality (high margins,

differentiated products, etc.) and dividends, including in Europe and EM.

Fundamentals are the compass in inconsistent markets

▪ We believe blending quality 

cyclicals and defensive is 

important in this market. In 

particular, we upgraded our 

views on defensives 

through consumer staples.

▪ At the other end, we like 

banks owing to their high 

dividends and earnings 

growth. However, we are 

cautious on discretionary 

and tech (albeit slightly less 

than before).

▪ Overall, earnings are 

critical, given that 

valuations leave little room 

for disappointment.

European Equities

▪ The rally is broadening, but 

we do not see this as a time 

to increase risks. We 

remain cautious on mega-

caps, and favour value.

▪ With a balanced approach, 

we explore segments with 

attractive valuations, and 

like an equal-weighted 

approach. On one end, we 

like defensives, but rather 

than framing our views 

through traditional sectors, 

we favour idiosyncratic 

businesses.  

▪ We also like quality 

financials and materials.

US & Global Equities

▪ Structural opportunities 

across EM, for instance in 

Asia (Indonesia, India) but 

high need for selection. 

▪ Country-wise, we are 

positive on South Korea 

owing to dividends and 

improving corporate 

governance. In China, there 

are trends around share 

buybacks but we do not 

change our views yet. 

▪ In Brazil, we are vigilant on 

any government meddling 

in the corporate sector.

▪ However, we are cautious 

on Taiwan and Malaysia.

EM Equities
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Amundi asset class views

Source: Amundi, 25 March 2024. Views relative to a EUR-based investor. Views range from double minus/minus to positive/double positive, 

with the possibility of left or right alignment in each of these categories. = refers to a neutral stance. This material represents an assessment of 

the market at a specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of future results. This information should not 

be relied upon by the reader as research, investment advice or a recommendation regarding any fund or any security in particular. This 

information is strictly for illustrative and educational purposes and is subject to change. This information does not represent the actual current, 

past or future asset allocation or portfolio of any Amundi product. FX table shows absolute FX views of the Global Investment Committee.

Global 

Factors
Change 

vs M-1
-- - = + ++

Growth 

Value 

Small caps 

Quality 

Low Volatility 

Momentum 

High Dividend 

Equity and global factors

Regions Change 

vs M-1 -- - = + ++

US 

Europe 

Japan 

EM 

China 

EM ex China 

India 

Fixed income & FX

Govies Change 

vs M-1 -- - = + ++

US 

EU core 

EU periph. 

UK 

Japan 

Credit Change 

vs M-1 -- - = + ++

US IG 

US HY 

EU IG 

EU HY 

EM Bonds Change 

vs M-1 -- - = + ++

China govt. 

India govt. 

EM HC 

EM LC 

EM corp. 

FX Change 

vs M-1 -- - = + ++

USD 

EUR 

GBP 

JPY 

CNY 

▪ EM FX: We are positive on EM FX from a medium-term perspective. Recently, we noticed that EM 

central banks such as those in Peru, Brazil and Hungary are acting prudently, adopting a moderate 

pace of monetary easing and preserving their currency strength.

In focus this month

V I E W S

Downgrade vs previous month

Upgrade vs previous month 
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3

In an increasingly complex and changing world, investors have expressed a critical need to better
understand their environment and the evolution of investment practices in order to define their asset
allocation and help construct their portfolios. Situated at the heart of the global investment process, the
Amundi Investment Institute's objective is to provide thought leadership, strengthen the advice, training
and daily dialogue on these subjects across all assets for all its clients – distributors, institutions and
corporates. The Amundi Investment Institute brings together Amundi’s research, market strategy,
investment insights and asset allocation advisory activities. Its aim is to project the views and
investment recommendations of Amundi.

Discover more of Amundi’s insights at 

www.amundi.com

Visit us on:
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Important Information

The issuer of this document is Amundi Hong Kong Limited. This document is not intended as an offer or solicitation with respect

to the purchase or sale of securities, including shares or units of funds. All views expressed and/or reference to companies

cannot be construed as a recommendation by Amundi. Opinions and estimates may be changed without notice. To the extent

permitted by applicable law, rules, codes and guidelines, Amundi and its related entities accept no liability whatsoever whether

direct or indirect that may arise from the use of information contained in this document. This document is for distribution solely

to persons permitted to receive it and to persons in jurisdictions who may receive it without breaching applicable legal or

regulatory requirements. This document and the mentioned website have not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures

Commission in Hong Kong (the“SFC”). This document is prepared for information only and does not have any regard to the

specific investment objectives, financial situation and the particular needs of any specific person who may receive this

document. Any person considering an investment should seek independent advice on the suitability or otherwise of the

particular investment. Investors should not only base on this document alone to make investment decisions. Investment

involves risk. The past performance information of the market, manager and investments and any forecasts on the economy,

stock market, bond market or the economic trends of the markets are not indicative of future performance. Investment returns

not denominated in HKD or USD is exposed to exchange rate fluctuations. The value of an investment may go down or up. This

document is not intended for citizens or residents of the United States of America or to any «U.S. Person» , as this term is

defined in SEC Regulation S under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933.

Discover more at www.amundi.com.hk

https://twitter.com/Amundi_ENG
https://www.linkedin.com/company/amundi-
https://www.facebook.com/AmundiOfficial/
https://www.instagram.com/myamundi/
https://www.youtube.com/user/AmundiGroup
http://www.amundi.com.hk/

